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A vector Lagrange approach to the Dirac spinor field and the relationship
between the vector Lagrangians for the sp'mor and electromagnetic fields are
considered. A vector I^agrange approach for the system of interacting
electromagnetic B = (B(lv) = (E, H) and spinor lF fields is constructed. New
Lagrangians (scalar and vector) for electromagnetic field in terms of field
strengths arc found. The foundations oj two new Q_ED models are
formulated.

1. Introduction
The motivation of consideration ol vector Lagrangians in field theories is

very simple. Some equations of mathematical physics cannot be obtained on
the basis of scalar Lagrangians. The well-known Maxwell equations in terms of
field strengths (not in terms of potentials) are the first in the list of such
equations.

Studying the situation with the Maxwell equations made clarified at least
two possibilities of solving this problem. Firstly, one can try to rewrite the
original equations in some mathematically equivalent form which permits the
scalar Lagrangian. The second possibility is to construct the vector Lagrangian.

The first possibility was studied in our papers [1-3], the second - in | 3 -
7]. Vector (more precisely speaking, pseudovector) Lagrangian for the Maxwell
equations in terms of field strengths tensor B = (B*IV) = (H, 11) was introduced
in [4,5] and than in [8j . In [6,7] we formulated the concept of using vector
Lagrangians in field theories, showed that Lagrangians | 4 ,5 ,8 | were
pseudovectors of Poincare and Lorcntz group and constructed the vector
Lagrangian. The application of vector Lagrangians to some other equations of
field theory see, e.g., in [9,10].
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In this paper we consider the vector Lagrange approach to the Dirac
spinor field and the relationship between the vector Lagrangians for the spinor
and electromagnetic fields. Our final aim is to construct a vector Lagrange
approach for the system of interacting electromagnetic B = (B^v) = (15, H) and
spinor ^F fields. We also find here some new Lagrangians (scalar and vector)
for the electromagnetic.field in the terms of field strengths. The foundations of
two new Q E D models are formulated.

Let us recall [6,7] the formulation of the least action principle for the
case of vector Lagrange approach for an arbitrary field cp obeying the field

'equation

D 9 = 0 . (1)
The four components of the Lagrange vector

L*>(cp(x),cjKx),d/p(x),dvcp(x)) (2)

generate four actions

W ^ 9 ) = Jd3xIf(cp(x),9(x),dv(p(x),ev9(x)), <pcp€*> (3)

where ($<p belong to the set O of twice differentiablc functions and Oo defines
the set of extremals of the action (3) with a fixed pi.

The formulation of the least action principle for the case of vector
Lagrange approach is the following.

The intersection $>Q — f\Q>Q of the sets OQ oi extremals of four actions
n

(3), given by the Lagrangian L*1 (1), coincides with the set of solutions of field
equation (1).

Below we start to construct new vector Lagrangians for the
electromagnetic and spinor fields on the basis of the relationship between these
two Lagrangc approaches.

2. The relationship between the simplest Lagrangians for the
electromagnetic and spinor fields

A conventional Lagrangian for the spinor Dirac field (nv=0)

after the substitution *¥—*X
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iH3

iH1-H2

E3 (5)

.iE2 + E1

(i.e. the Lagrangian

L = | K X Y ^ - X ^ / 0 )• (6)

leads to the Dirac-like form of the Maxwell equations

| f = iY%x = o, |~ = -ia^y|t = a (7)
After the substitution (5) the Lagrangian (6) is transformed [11] into the
following Lagrangian for electromagnetic field in field strengths terms

+Egrad E + HgradH] - E3di vH + H3di vE.
The function (8) is the third component of pseudovector (with respect to the
complete Poincare group) Lagrangian [7] for the lensor electromagnetic field

^ ^ (9)
The calculation of Lagrange derivatives from L (8) gives (see [3,7]) 6
equations from 8 equations of the Maxwell system. The calculation of
Lagrange derivatives Irom L*1 (9) gives (sec [3,7]) the complete system of the
Maxwell equations

3 ^ = 0, 5 ^ 1 ^ = 0 (10)

For the complete set of connections like (5) see 111,121.

3. The relationship between the vector L^grangians for the spinor and
electromagnetic field*.

The vector Lagrangc approach for the spinor field was suggested in j 61
on the basis of so-called Ji-conjugation (or y^-conjugation). Such conjugation is
the simplest vector generalization of Dirac's y - conjugation:

T - ^ ' F s ^ y V ^ ^ ; (yV)-l=(yV)*=YVl- (11)
The vector Lagrangian constructed in [6] on the basis of such conjugation
gives the Dirac equation in the vector form:

(12)
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Of course, each the equation (12) is equivalent to the conventional Dirac
equation. But the relationship between the vector Lagrangians for the spinor
and electromagnetic fields is unusual in the case of such choise of vector
Lagrangian for the spinor field. One can easily verify the validity of the
following relationship

iSr-^fl), lW% f i ) , L\-->L\m, LWL°gfl). (13)
Now we are able to introduce the vector Lagrangian for the spinor field

without this difficulty and obeying the normal relationship

L ^ - > % } ) • 04>
Such Lagrangian has the form

¥ • p ̂
Here y*1-matrices in the conventional Pauli - Dirac representation have the
form

(15)

3> 06)

(17)

and obey the Clifford - Dirac algebra commutation relations

y^Yv + Yvy^ = 2g^v, d iagg = (1,-1,-1,-1), (18)
The P^-matrices obey the same relations (18) and have in Pauls - Dirac
representation the following explicit form

1

0

0

I ' y =

3 1

1 0
2

, cr

0

-o"

1°
" i
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0
- i

0

, k

3

= 1,

1

0
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0

p°=! -.1 c - a2

0
0
1

0
o2

1|

c 0 o2 C,
1 0
0 -1

Here C is the operator of complex conjugation:

The Lagrangian (15) is equal

(19)

(20)

(21)
to the vector Lagrangian for the system of complex electromagnetic and scalar
fields
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e s (e^) - = E - iH, = 0,1,2,3,

if the substitution 4 ' = W*S is realized in (15), where '
E 3 + i H °
E1 + IE2

S°

and W W 1 =
0
0

(C-l)
i(C+l)

0
0

, * . - ;

E°+iH3

-H2+iH'

0 0 (C+l) (C-l)

(22)

(23)

(24)

)
(C+I) i(C+>) 0 0

0 0 (C-I) (C+l)
(C-l) i(C-I) 0 0

(25)
(C+t) 0
i(C-l) 0

(C+l) 0 (C-!)
(C-l) 0 (C+l)

We call ihe system (22) the Maxwell equations with gradient-like
sources which is evident from the following explicit form of (22)

d0B - rotH - gradE0, 50H = -rotE - gradH0,

The representation where £ = E — iH is called the bosonic representation (for
the details sec [13,14]).

Let us note that for H=3, when f}3 = iy°, the Lagrangian (15) coincides
with the Lagrangian (4) .

In tiie bosoriic representation, where the y ̂ -matrices have the form

(26)
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(27)

the explicit form of P^-matrices is following:
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - i

0 0 1 0
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
-1

C^ ol
0 - 1 0

0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 - i
1 0
o i

i 0
0 -1

c,
- i 0

c,

c.

(28)
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The unitary relationship between the matrices y*1 and
simple in the bosonic representation

is the most

(29)
where the equality y = i is taken into account.

Here we write down the explicit form of the operator C^F = Y in the

bosonic representation and C£ = £ in the fermionic representation (the Pauli -

Dirac representation):

c
C o C = WCW* =

CoCs

0
0

c
0 (30)

0

-c
0
0

0 0 0
1 0 0
o c o-

0 0 0 - 1
Taking into account (30), one can also obtain down the unitary relationship
(29) in the fermionic representation:

pn = C y 4 ^ e ^ = Cy^C, y4fi = y4y>\ (31)
It is easy to show the validity of the commutation relations

P̂ YV + g p g t W = 0, (gp = diag(l,-1,-1,-1). (32)
between y^ and P*1 matrices in both fermionic and bosonic representations.

Now we are able to prove the following assertions.
Theorem 1. The Euler - Lagrange equations for the vector Lagrange

function (15) coincide with the equations, each of which is equivalent to the
massless Dirac equation.

Proofi The calculation of the corresponding variations gives:

"0>

In order to prove the equivalence of these two equations (i.e. their property of
mutuall conjugativity) we use the commutation relations (32) and the
Hermitian properties of the matrices y^ and P*\ For the case ji=0 we obtain

P V = 0J (34)
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and for the case [X'-\;

(PJYTv)* = -^*,vPiYv = 0. (35)
Now taking into account that

{3^yv^)V = 0 o y v ¥ v = 0, (36)
which is valid as a consequence of

PJl-(P11)-' = g ^ * 0 , (37)
we complete the proof of the theorem. Q E D .

The assertions represented below can be proved in a completely similar
way.

Theorem 2. The Euler - Lagrange equations for the vector Lagrange
function

y (38)
where the (^-conjugation is used:

I|7> = xp*p| i> ( 3 9 )

coincide with the equations, each of which is equivalent to the massless Dirac

equation.

Theorem 3. The Euler - Lagrange equations for the Lagrange function

I> = J ( £ + | } H Y V £ V - £*iVp^7ve) (40)

for an arbitrary {-1=0,1,2,3 coincide with the relativistically invariant form of the
Maxwell equations (22) for the system of electromagnetic and scalar fields.

4 . Interaction
For the system of interacting electromagnetic and massive spinor fields

we have

LM = L* + L * + L \ , , (41)
where

L% =^-(T*p^iyv1'> v- tF iJp»1 iyvT)-mxF*P^, (42)

^ ) , (43)

(44)
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In (43) BMV is the electromagnetic field strengths tensor, B*"1' is the
independent additional Lagrange variable which on the manifold of extremals of

action coincides with the dual to B^v tensor zWv = 2E^V"P^ap a n t ' ĵiv a r e l ^ e

well-known matrices of D(0, l )®(l ,0) representation of Loretitz group

(SpoP/fiv = SpcjBjiv = — gp^Bfjy — g^orBVp — gov^pfi"~ gvpOpa- (45)
Lagrangian (43) was introduced by us in [15]. For some other details see
similar case in [3].

The development of vector Lagrange approach considered here open some
other possibilities of introducing an interaction i.e. the possibility (41) is not
unique. One can consider other possibilities using the properties of f}*1 matrices.
We shall return to this in our next publications.

The new Lagrangian (40) for the system (22) of electromagnetic and
scalar fields opens new possibilities as well. Let us briefly consider the following
model of Q E D based on scalar Lagrange approach. The complete Lagrangian
have the form:

L = LB + L A + L I , (46)
where

V = ^-(£*£3y VCV - £*,v£3Y v£), (47)

LA = - ~ F ^ ; Fflv = 5JtAv - < W (48)

L1 = ey^A^. (49)
This model is built similarly to a conventional Q E D . The difference is only in
using £ = E —ill (the system of electromagnetic and scalar field) instead of
Dirac's electron-positron vy function. Such model can describe everything
which a conventional Q E D can do (how it can describe the hydrogen spectrum
sec, e.g. [16-19]. The atomic electron is interpreted as a composite
particle which consists of a photon and a massless spinless boson.

Quantization of electromagnetic field in the terms of field strengths on the
basis of vector (more exactly - pseudovector) Hamiltonian was suggested in
[3,20]. The procedure of canonical quantization of electromagnetic field in this
terms (in the definite metric) can be complete by the transition from the
Lagrangian (9) to the corresponded Hamillontan.
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The details of the quantization and of further verification of models given
by the Lagrangians (41) and (46) will be considered in our next publications.
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